
always handmade in America
g u a r a n t e e d  f o r  l i f e ,  for  this  generat ion  and the  next .

Since 1905,    J.W. Hulme artisans Have been crafting distinctive canvas  

and leatHer goods in st. Paul, minnesota. our commitment to excePtional quality,  

and tHe Pride We take is using tHe finest quality leatHers and time-Honored  

Handmade construction, Has establisHed J.W. Hulme as a true american Heritage original.

circa 1905
John W. Hulme founded our company in 1905 
 as a tent and awning maker. Here, John W. Hulme, 
his brother, and a store clerk in front of  the original 
J.W. Hulme Co. in St. Paul, Minnesota.

1917
Hulme began making tents for American 
soldiers fighting the Great War. Conditions 
were severe. Using 100 percent cotton canvas 
that expanded when wet to create a superior 
barrier against the elements, each stitch and 
feature was crucial, and either increased the 
tent’s performance or reduced unnecessary 
weight and cost.

1924
After World War I, J.W. Hulme Co. began to apply its 
fastidious approach of purposeful design and construction 
towards producing awnings for the homes of St. Paul’s elite.

1976
Hulme’s product offering grew over time to include leather  
and canvas sporting bags and accessories. Distinctive Hulme 
bags became a must-have for the serious outdoor sportsman.  
As the company flourished it concentrated solely on making bags, 
including private label bags for other prominent companies.

2010
Introduced our classic 
Legacy Handbag, with 
design influences from 
our sporting past.

what we make has evolved over the years,  
but not what we stand for.

Our distinctive luggage, bags, duffels, briefcases  
and sporting accessories are continued to be  

individually handcrafted by American artisans.  
All bags and accessories are guaranteed for life, for this  
generation and the next, preserving John W. Hulme’s  

legacy of outstanding American-made quality.

today, Hulme’s iconic character and passion lives on.  
Every bag and accessory continues to be individually hand crafted  
by American artisans. Full grain leathers are all sourced from  
US tanneries and hand-cut by masters using steel dies. 




